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Lego tantive iv dimensions

Two weeks ago, LEGO released one of the last few thousand sets in honor of May 4. Today we take a look at the new Tantive IV 75244 set, which enters lego's first huge star wars compilation of the year. Clocked in over 24-inches long, this compilation looks to bring the opening of New Hope indexing to life. It touts over
1700 pieces, some exclusive new minifigures and more, but will it live to the ship's presence on screen? Head below for a full scoop. Every year, LEGO debuts two thousand star wars compilations. Last year we received the UCS Y-Wing Starfighter alongside the betrayal in cloud city build. For the beginning of 2019, the
company has released a re-edition of the famous Corellian Corvette, Tantive IV.  First released in 2001, the original Ultimate Collectors Series edition followed after another iteration of Tantive IV a few years down the line in 2009. This version improves on the last of the two; opting to give a fresh coat of paint to the
minifigure-centric build minifigurce.to. The new Tantive IV consists of 1768 pieces, and the tantive IV is up to a length of more than 2 feet and 7 inches in length. Practically all the elements contained in this design are of white and gray variety, matching the design of the ship. Like many brick ships of this size, the basic
structure consists of various Technic elements. The Lego Tantive IV is then covered with various external panels, most of which are covered with different levels of greebles and details.  In addition to recreating the outer part of the ship, there are also several sections of the interior that add some extra interactivity to the
construction. To begin with, there is a cockpit, in which there are two seats with suitable control panels. Towards the center of the Corellian Corvette is a bridge-style command center. Unfortunately, it is quite light on furniture. Mainly things revolve around a futuristic table and chairs, as well as several clips for storing
accessory figures. Finally, there are evacuation capsules that complement the LEGO set's ability to recreate scenes from its debut on the silver screen. The set includes two miniature capsules, each of which joins the main Tantive IV haul towards the rear of the ship. There is room for two minifigures in the pod; that fits
the narrative of C-3PO and R2-D2 rejecting from the craft after darth vader commandeer forces the ship.  There are also several stud-shooters incorporated into Tantive IV that give the new LEGO model some extra features of the game. They are outdued by one of the more significant upgrades from the previous
version. Towards the back of the ship, the handle was turned on to lift or swooshing the ship a little easier. Minifigures In the LEGO Tantive IV: To match the New Hope theme, six Rebel Alliance characters are included. At the head of the cast you will find Princess Leia alongside Bail Organ, Captain Antili and general
Rebel Fleet Soldier. Finally, the C-3PO and RD-D2 mount the same way as when indexing is opened.  In particular, the first three of these data are exclusively for Tantive IV. Leia has a new skirt print, and the Antile in a refreshed captain's regalii design. LEGO has also introduced Bail Organ to its brick form for the first
time, which is surprising given that we've been creating Star Wars for 20 years. As for the rest of the data, all of them are quite common nowadays. Both droids have made their fair share of appearances over the past few years. Additionally, Rebel Trooper hasn't changed much since its debut in 2008. Each of the four
human figures also has reversible heads, and printing is spot on. LEGO has certainly been on a roll since late with its figure design; something that continues with its latest flagship version of Star Wars. Thoughts: Corellian Corvette or junk hunk? To mark the 20th anniversary of Star Wars, the launch of Tantive IV is the
most apt decision LEGO could have made. This is the first spacecraft we see in New Hope and probably sets the tone for everyone, from the galaxy far, far away that has occurred.  This set is also something fans were hoping for. It's been ten years since LEGO released a version of the Rebel Corellian Corvette. So this
release also shows that the company still knows how to give builders what they want, at least in some capacity. In addition to fitting in to the overall LEGO narrative for 2019, there's not much that will a esched more hardcore enthusiasts like me. Despite registering for the usual price of $199.99, the Tantive IV is not
classified as a LEGO Star Wars UCS set. And this difference in the naming scheme really shows in the build end product.  LEGO has done a solid job of introducing Tantive IV into the modern era of sets and has dramatically improved compared to its predecessor. But one of the areas that is apparently missing from the
model is detail. Large parts of the ship's haul are empty or decorated with a very light sprinkle of greebles.  It seems that at some point in development it was the Ultimate Collectors Series set; there are several sections that are littered with fine brick work and the kind of details you would expect from a series. But then
somewhere along the line, it was transformed into a more play-centric model. And that's not necessarily a bad thing, it's just that construction feels inconsistent because of different approaches. The new Leia and the first appearance of Bail Organa are significant inclusions. But I do see that enough to make up for the
flaws of the main build. Lego Tantive IV Set price breakdown At $199.99 for 1768 pieces, LEGO Tantive IV does not come with the best price ratio. Compared to other UCS kits, you'll be looking at about 200 fewer pieces for the same shelf price. This set contains more minifigures than the average Star Wars set of this
caliber; although builds such as Slave 1 have found that a high number of parts and notable numbers are not mutually exclusive. Verdict: Should you buy the latest LEGO Star Wars design? In general, tantive IV is a fairly ordinary set of all things taken into account. There's not one thing LEGO could do to make it more
enticing. Many different decisions of the company went to the final product weak character. They can be effectively summed up by combining the weak part per dollar with non-impressing minifigures and inconsistent design. Often, LEGO chooses one thing to focus on each of its sets – be it real images of iconic
landmarks or a nostolgia-packed reed release. But there is too much going on here and as a result suffers the latest lego tantive IV show. This is a cool set for younger fans who are more likely to use the game features in sets. But at $200, it's hard to sell for collectors or those looking for models worthy of a display. If you
don't add Tantive IV to your collection, I strongly recommend looking elsewhere in the LEGO Ultimate Collectors Series. And if you can use the break from Star Wars, the new Stranger Thing set looks mightily good. It comes with more items and some of the coolest minifigures to date. Buy LEGO Star Wars Tantive IV for
$199.99 FTC: We use the income of auto affiliate earners. More. Subscribe to the 9to5Toys YouTube Channel for all the latest videos, reviews, and more! Sorry, but sales are already over the LEGO Building Kit – 1768 pieces recommended for people aged 12+ specs can be changed without notice. Images are for
illustration purposes only. Retail Price (MSRP) means the suggested retail price of the manufacturer/supplier. Chcete doručit zboží do Česka? Prohlédněte si LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV. Chcete doručiť tovar on Slovensko? Prezrite si LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV. Für Versand nach Deutschland, besuchen
Sie bitte LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV. Für Versand nach Österreich, besuchen Sie bitte LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV. For uk shipping visit this LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV page. Magyarországra történő kiszállításért tekintse meg ezt a termékoldalt: LEGO Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV. © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates You are now here: Lego Star Wars LEGO Home Webshop LEGO 75244 Tantive IV Build, Play and Legendary Star Wars Ship! This Star Wars Interpretation 75244 Tantive IV, seen escaping from the Imperial Star Destroyer in the early moments of Star Wars: New Hope, faithfully
reproduces all the signature details of the Rebel cruiser, including an elongated hull, detachable evacuation capsules, gun turrets, a hold and 11 massive engines at the rear. Remove the hull covers of this fantastic LEGO Star Wars vehicle to reveal a detailed 2-minifigure cockpit, conference area with table, weapon
stand and 2-seat control console. The radar vessel also doubles as a convenient carrying handle, making it ideal for flying around the room. Once completed, this amazing children's toy is also the perfect focal point for any LEGO Star Wars collection. - Includes 5 LEGO Star Wars minifigures: Bail Organa, Princess Leia,
Captain Antilles, C-3PO and Rebel Fleet Trooper, as well as the LEGO R2-D2 droid. - The Tantive IV LEGO Star Wars toy design features a radar that doubles as a carrying handle, 2 detachable evacuation capsules with space for a minifigure inside, a cargo hold opening and removable cargo box, a 2-minifigure cockpit
opening, rotating and lifting stud-shooting turrets on top and 2 spring-loaded shooters underneath. The upper hull detaches to reveal a detailed interior, including a conference table, gun stand and 2-seat control console for minifigures. - The weapon contains a blaster gun and 3 blasters. - Also contains a pair of
electrobinculars. - Captain Antilles minifigure is an updated version from 2009, and Princess Leia's skirt and Bail Organa are new for April 2019. - This very detailed set for the construction of structural elements includes more than 1750 pieces. - Play amazing moments from the opening scene of Star Wars: A New Hope
or play your own exciting adventures! - Lego Star Wars measures more than 14 cm tall, 24 (62 cm) long and 7 (19 cm) wide. SKU: 75244 | Rating: 12 +EXCLUSIVEHARD to find more photos (3) Estimated prices. Cash register will be in EUR € 299,99 DKK 2.232,- * SEK 3.041,- * £ 266,94 * CHF 324,35* 1.357,54 zł*
Online availability status 7 in stock Order now, get it on Monday with DHL Express Shipping and trading costs are estimated. As soon as your shipping address is known, you'll see the actual costs. We work with PostNL and DHL Express and ship to many countries! For more information, please visit the Shipments page.
Keep Gorinchem in stock build, play and display the legendary Star Wars starship! This interpretation of Lego Star Wars 75244 Tantive IV, seen fleeing the Imperial Star Destroyer in the early moments of Star Wars: New Hope, faithfully reproduces all the details characteristic of the rebels, including an elongated hull,
detachable evacuation capsules, gun turrets, a hold and 11 motors on the rear. Remove the hull sheath of this fantastic LEGO Star Wars Wars to reveal a detailed 2-minifigure cockpit, conference area with table, weapon stand and control console with 2 seats. The radar vessel also doubles as a convenient carrying
handle, making it ideal for flying around the room. Once completed, this amazing children's toy is also the perfect focal point for any LEGO Star Wars collection. Includes 5 LEGO Star Wars minifigures: Bail Organa, Princess Leia, Captain Antilles, C-3PO and Rebel Fleet Trooper, as well as the LEGO Z2-D2 droid. The
Tantive IV LEGO Star Wars toy design features a radar that doubles as a carrying handle, 2 detachable escape capsules with space for a minifigure inside, a cargo hold opening and removable cargo box, a 2-minifigure cockpit opening, rotating and lifting stud-shooting turrets on top and 2 spring-loaded shooters
underneath. The upper hull detaches to reveal a detailed interior, including a conference table, gun stand and 2-seat control console for minifigures. The weapon includes a blaster gun and 3 blasters. It also contains a pair of electrobinculars. Captain Antilles minifigure is an updated version from 2009, and Princess Leia's
skirt and Bail Organa are new for April 2019. This very detailed set for the construction of structural elements includes more than 1750 pieces. Play amazing moments from the opening scene of Star Wars: A New Hope or play your own exciting adventures! Lego Star Wars measures more than 5 (14cm) tall, 24 (62cm)
long and 7 (19cm) wide. Read more Read less Not suitable for children under 3 years CategorySetsThemeLEGO Star WarsBrandLEGOPrimarily suitable forBoyEAN/ISBN5702016371109Deemed devices from 12 yearsWeight2520 gramsDymensions (LxWxH)58 x 38 x 10 cmMonta parts1742Zmonta with minifigures6
Bestseller list#7 in LEGO Star Wars#80 in sets Average rating: 83 Reviews Reviewed by: Joost vandelook Date: January 2, 2021 Review by: PHILIPPE BODOU Date: December 4, 2020 Good ship, worth the money, better than most things Lego is currently doing Review by: Floris Lindener Date: 19 October 2020
Review by: Robert Timpel Date: 16 October 2020 The product is bekend. Mag niet ontbreken in de collectie. Zeker omdat deze binnenkort niet meer verkrijgbaar is. Review by: BSB van Draanen Date: October 15, 2020 The product is bekend. Mag niet ontbreken in de collectie. Zeker omdat deze binnenkort niet meer
verkrijgbaar is. Review by: BSB van Draanen Date: October 15, 2020 No damage and everything is good Review by: Sergeji Bender Date: October 11, 2020 Review by: Alberto Aguado Olalla Date: October 8, 2020 Review: Michael Nielsen Date: October 8, 2020 Review by Kenny Denies Date: September 27, 2020 Ik
heb de lego starwars set nog niet in elkaar gezet maar ik ben er blij me. by: B. de Roo Date: September 24, 2020 Review by: Nicolas de LA TOUR DU PIN Date: September 19, 2020 5 Review by: Sylvia Albrecht Date: 10 September 2020 5 5 by: Sylvia Albrecht Date: September 10, 2020 Review by: S.W.J. Kemkens
Date: September 7, 2020 Review by: Niels Vrijburg Date: September 4, 2020 No need to say more Review by: Michael Röhricht Date: August 30, 2020: Carsten Schmeling Date: August 13, 2020 Review by: Gerd Thijs Date: August 7, 2020 Review by: Bjorn de Winter Date: August 3, 2020 Sehr schönes set , Carton
kam Vollkommen unbeschädigt a Review by: Jonathan Brunner Date: August 2, 2020 Review by: Patrick van Thielen Date: July 29, 2020 I don't know yet... Birthday gift for My brother... I won't open it until Monday Review by: Henrik Vinther Ørnstrand Date: 26 July 2020 Review by: Christian Köhler Date: July 24, 2020
Perfect set between UCS and regular play set, I had fun building it and I'm glad i displayed the review by: Elias Cousté Date: 20 July 2020 Review by: Tom Rijsbrack Date: 16 July 2020 Perfect! Review by: Sebastian Bartels Date: July 12, 2020 Product as expected. Review by: Sebastian Ruby Date: 07 July 2020 Exactly
what I expected. Review by: Arjen Van Den Bos Date: June 29, 2020 Review by: 24 June 2020 Der Griff ist sehr unhandlich. Review by: Stephanie deutinger Date: 18 June 2020 Building this with my 18-year-old son and we both love to build it. I have several other Star Wars sets in this price range and this is one of my
favorites so far. Review by: CARL SHEPPARD Date: June 17, 2020 100% by: Albain Date: 12 June 2020 Review by: N Maarel Date: May 28, 2020 Very cool model! Review by: N Maarel Date: May 28, 2020 Beautiful model, happy to spend the day on it and is now on the show. Review by: Jeroen Willemsen Date: May
23, 2020 Many details about the ship as well as minifigures. Review by: Patrick Geldhoff Date: May 21, 2020 However, this is also not a set of store windows because game elements are built in. The design of the engines is quite repetitive. Asymmetric elements feel a little forced. At this price, I also expect more printed
parts and fewer stickers. The interior could have been finished a little more precisely. Especially from bare evacuated capsules. Handle in scholel antenna wel leuk gedaan. Review by: Dries Vaernewyck Date: 19 May 2020 Helemaal te gek Sep is er super blij me!! Review by: Isabel Bos Date: April 25, 2020 &lt;&lt; Start
&lt; Prev 1 2 Next &gt; End &gt;&gt;Page 1 of 2 These reviews are by LEGO fans around the world. They may be in a different language. BRICKshop is not responsible for the content of these videos. Please watch them at your own risk.   Tip! Order a BRICKshop gift card Always in stock and always a smile on the
recipient's face. Sent immediately. We have gift cards from €5. See them all here.    
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